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1.   Executive Summary
Extropy was contracted to conduct a code review and vulnerability assessment of the
project. The review was carried out between 1st and 14th April 2022. 
A second report reviewed those changes, this report is a check of the fixes to the
remaining low risk issues, all of which are now closed.

Assessment Summary
The remaining low risk issues have been closed.

Issues count summary

Stage Critical High Medium Low Info Total

Initial Report 0 0 1 15 16 32

2nd Report 0 0 0 4 3 7

3rd Report 0 0 0 0 3 3



Using This Report
To facilitate the dissemination of the information within this report throughout your
organisation, this document has been divided into the following clearly marked and
separable sections.

Executive Summary
Management level, strategic overview of the assessment and the risks posed to
the business
Technical Summary
An overview of the assessment from a more technical perspective, including a
defined scope and any caveats which may apply
Technical Findings
Detailed discussion (including evidence and recommendations) for each individual
security issue which was identified
Methodologies
Audit process and tools used

Disclaimer
The audit makes no statements or warranty about utility of the code, safety of the
code, suitability of the business model, regulatory regime for the business model, or
any other statements about fitness of the contracts to purpose, or their bug free
status. The audit documentation is for discussion purposes only

Client Confidentiality
This document contains Client Confidential information and may not be copied without
written permission.

Proprietary Information
The content of this document should be considered proprietary information.

Extropy gives permission to copy this report for the purposes of disseminating
information within your organisation or any regulatory agency.



Technical Findings
The remainder of this document is technical in nature and provides additional detail
about the items already discussed, for the purposes of remediation and risk
assessment.

Calls to potentially unsafe code

Risk Medium

Affects HelixPair

See line 186

The address of the contract called is supplied by the user, allowing potentially
malicious code to be executed. 
For example via social engineering a user to be tricked into calling this function with
the address of a malicious contract.

Retest

Status: Closed

Line 186 was deleted, containing the external call, and the IHelixCallee interface
import was also deleted. However, IHelixCallee is still present in the contracts folder
and is not being imported anywhere else, therefore the IHelixCallee interface contract
can be deleted.

Price Oracle

Risk Low

While theoretically one could use Uniswap v1 as an oracle, it isn't recommended as
prices could fluctuate greatly in a short time making it easy to manipulate. Now there
are several mechanisms to prevent this like using the last block price and a cumulative-
price that is weighted by the time previous prices existed.

Resources

https://uniswap.org/blog/uniswap-v2

 if (data.length > 0) IHelixCallee(to).HelixCall(msg.sender, amount0Out, 

amount1Out, data); 

https://uniswap.org/blog/uniswap-v2


https://xord.com/research/uniswap-v2-protocol-lets-dive-in/

Retest

Status: Closed

Uniswap v2 still being used as a price oracle, however Uniswap V2 has a few
improvements that make the oracle unlikely to be manipulated:

In v2 every pair measures the market price before the first trade of each block. If the
attacker attempts to manipulate the price, they will have to mine two blocks in a row to
carry out a successful attack. 
Uniswap v2 stores the end-of-block price to a single cumulative-price variable in the
core contract weighted by the amount of time this price existed. This variable
represents a sum of the Uniswap price for every second in the entire history of the
contract. Meaning that the price at the end of each block is added to the cumulative-
price-variable.

https://xord.com/research/uniswap-v2-protocol-lets-dive-in/


Development methodology

Risk Low

Due to version inconsistencies, it was difficult to build and run the tests. 
Yarn needed updating to v 1.22.18 
The compiler version need to create .waffle.json was

There are incorrect paths to the build folder within the tests. 
To prevent unexpected behaviours in case breaking changes are released in future
updates of the OpenZeppelin Contracts and Contracts Upgradable library, consider
pinning the version of these dependencies in the package.json file. 
There are well commented and detailed deployment instructions but lacking adequate
documentation.

Retest

Status: Closed

{ 

"compilerType": "solcjs", 

"compilerVersion": "v0.8.10+commit.fc410830" 

}  



Non-linear deposit duration/weight ratio

Risk Low

Affects HelixVault

The durations structs' array is filled in the constructor, where Duration structs are
pushed in the array sequentially, from lowest to highest duration. 
This may be a false positive, but it is worth pointing out that the ratio between duration
and weight is not constant, meaning that it could create incentives for chosing a
particular duration over another, that could be advantageous for some but unfair to
others.

From the above calculations, it appears that the longer the deposit, the lower the
weigth. If we plotted duration and weight on the X and Y axes of a chart, it would look
like a non-linear line, not following any particular ratio.

Resolution

... 

struct Duration { 

    uint duration; // length of time a deposit will be locked, 1 day == 86400 

    uint weight;   // reward modifier for locking a deposit for `duration` 

} 

... 

// Curated list of valid deposit durations and associated reward weights 

Duration[] public durations; 

... 

constructor(...) { 

    ... 

    durations.push(Duration(90 days, 50)); 

    durations.push(Duration(180 days, 100)); 

    durations.push(Duration(360 days, 300)); 

    durations.push(Duration(540 days, 500)); 

    durations.push(Duration(720 days, 1000)); 

    ... 

} 

90/50      = 1.8 

180/100    = 1.8 

360/300    = 1.2 

540/500    = 1.08 

720/1000   = 0.72 



If this is not the intended behaviour, the result of the division between duration
(nominator) and weight (denominator) should probably be decreasing at a constant
rate between one array item and the next.

Retest

Status: Closed

This has been reassessed and closed

Use appropriate access control

Risk Low

Affects HelixPair

The comment above the burn() function reads:

// this low-level function should be called from a contract which performs

important safety checks 
However there appears to be no modifier indicating that this function call is restricted. 
The fact that burn() takes a to address argument and then sends the tokens to the
address is a further indication that this function should be protected:

Retest

Status: Closed

This code is a copy of already audited code, and has therefore been closed.

External contract calls should be checked for error
returns

Risk Low

Affects Multiple contracts

When calling another contract, the return value should be checked for an error
condition and acted on appropriately.

balance0 = IERC20(_token0).balanceOf(address(this)); 

balance1 = IERC20(_token1).balanceOf(address(this)); 



Status: Closed



Future-proofing hardcoded constant

Risk Low

Affects HelixChefNFT

The uint value 1e12 is seen in multiple places around the contract for calculating
rewards, however its description is not really provided anywhere except being
mentioned in the comment above the accTokenPerShare:

The value 1e12 likely represents the same role as PRECISION_FACTOR, seen in the
HelixVault contract:

It is unclear of how this value is computed, interestingly though, it computes to 1e12,
provided that the reward token has 1e18 decimals:

If the reward token had a different number of decimals; it could cause a mismatch and
affect the logic of HelixChefNFT

Recommendation

The PRECISION_FACTOR, i.e. 1e12 should be calculated dynamically rather than
hardcoded. This would also make its purpose clearer for developers.

Retest

Status: Closed

PRECISION_FACTOR was removed from HelixChefNFT, the entire contract underwent major
changes.

// Accumulated Tokens per share, times 1e12.(1e12 is for suming as integer) 

uint accTokenPerShare; 

// Accumulated `token`s per share, times PRECISION_FACTOR. 

uint public accTokenPerShare; 

... 

// Used for computing rewards 

uint public PRECISION_FACTOR; 

PRECISION_FACTOR = uint(10**(uint(30) - decimalsRewardToken)); 



Redundant code

Risk Low

Affects HelixIRSVaultV1, HelixVault, HelixPair

HelixIRSVaultV1

Function getLpTokenDollarValue has an empty function body

Recommendation

Remove the function

Retest

Status: Closed

HelixVault

Duplicate require statement

emergencyRewardWithdraw checks that the amount supplied by the contract's owner be
less than balance of the contract, however this is unnecessary, as if it were more than
its balance, the safeTransfer function would revert anyway.

Additionally, being an "emergency" withdrawal, it should take as little time as possible,
so instead of calculating the totalSupply manually (assuming there isn't a script or
multisig proposal in place already for calculating a withdrawl amount, this may still fail,
suppose an attacker or user is also withdrawing some funds at the same time), it would
be easier to simply withdraw totalSupply; why would they withdraw anything less than
the total?

Recommendation

function emergencyRewardWithdraw(uint _amount) external onlyOwner { 

        require(_amount <= rewardToken.balanceOf(address(this)), 'HelixVault: 

INSUFFICIENT REWARD TOKENS IN VAULT'); 

        TransferHelper.safeTransfer(address(rewardToken), msg.sender, 

_amount); 

    } 

function emergencyRewardWithdraw() external onlyOwner { 

    TransferHelper.safeTransfer(address(rewardToken), msg.sender, 



Retest

Status: Closed

The redundant line has been removed as suggested.

HelixPair

line 81  type.max and MAX_UINT112 constant are the same, there is a potential
gas saving by not using the constant.

Retest

Status: Closed

MAX_UINT112 was removed for consistency.

balanceOf(address(this)) ); 

} 

    require(balance0 <= type(uint112).max && balance1 <= MAX_UINT112, 'Helix: 

OVERFLOW'); 

require(balance0 <= type(uint112).max && balance1 <= type(uint112).max, "Pair: 

overflow"); 



Possibility of locked Funds

Risk Low

Affects HelixMigrator

Description

migrateLiquidity is a payable function but there is no means withing the contract to
remove ETH, potentially locking funds.

Recommendation

Make the function non payable or provide means to remove unintentional ETH
deposits.

Retest

Status: Closed

The payable modifier has been removed from all instances.

Unnecessary Inheritance

Risk Low

Affects HelixNFT

Description

IERC721EnumerableUpgradeable is inherited unnecessarily, it can be used as is by just
importing it.

Recommendation

Remove IERC721EnumerableUpgradeable from inherited contracts or remove the
import altogether and substitute the following line:

with:

return interfaceId == type(IERC721EnumerableUpgradeable).interfaceId || 

super.supportsInterface(interfaceId); 

return interfaceId == 0x80ac58cd || super.supportsInterface(interfaceId); 



Retest

Status: Closed

The interface import was removed correctly.

Specify Inheritance correctly

Risk Low

Affects HelixNFT

Description

This does not compile in Solidity version 0.8.13

Recommendation

Function needs to specify overridden contracts "ERC721Upgradeable" and
"IERC721Upgradeable", e.g.:

Retest

Status: Closed

function approve(address to, uint256 tokenId) public override 

(ERC721Upgradeable, IERC721Upgradeable) 



Set global variables in the constructor

Risk Low

Affects HelixFactory

In order to avoid relying on migrations script, it is best to be explicit and set any global
variables inside the constructor, in this case the oracleFactory address. Doing so
avoids unexpected reverts from calling functions that make use of oracleFactory.

This enforces deploying the oracleFactory contract before HelixFactory; if this is not
possible, then the setOracleFactory is indeed the only function that can be used in
order to update the oracleFactory address.

Retest

Status: Closed

All global variables have been removed correctly.

Use the Checks-Effects-Interactions Pattern

Risk Low

Affects SmartChef, AutoHelix, HelixChefNFT, HelixNFTBridge, HelixPair

Affects HelixVault, Voting, PublicPresale, VipPresale. MasterChef

| Resources | Solidity Guide |

Description

SmartChef - deposit function - amount and rewardDebt variables are changed after
transfer

SmartChef - withdraw function - amount and rewardDebt variables are changed after
transfer

AutoHelix - withdraw function - currentAmount is changed after transfer of tokens

HelixChefNFT  _ withdrawRewardToken - updates user’s reward debt after transfer of
tokens

HelixChefNFT  unstake user’s receive pending rewards ( _widthdrawRewardToken call)
then all of the variables are updated.

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/latest/security-considerations.html?highlight=effects#use-the-checks-effects-interactions-pattern


HelixChefNFT  stake user’s receive pending rewards ( _widthdrawRewardToken call)
then all of the variables are updated.

HelixNFTBridge - mintBridgedNFT  mintExternal called before token added to _minted

HelixNFTBridge - bridgeToSolana - _ bridgeEvents are added to after transferFrom has
taken place.

HelixPair - burn function first burns the contract's entire LP balance and then sends
the collateral tokens to a specified address:

It then updates the reserves to match balances by calling the _update() function:

Although the burn() function is nonReentrant, using TransferHelper.safeTransfer(), i.e.
the low level call(), it is possible for a malicious erc20 contract to create a fallback()
function that simply returns execution, thus blocking the contract's reserves from
being updated, which could have severe consequences.

HelixVault - _newDeposit - state variables are written after transfer.

Voting - vote transferFrom is called and then balance is altered.

Voting - withdraw - transfer is called and then balance/withdrawAfterEnd is altered.

PublicPresale - purchase ticketsAvailable variable updated post transfer.

VipPresale - purchase - users.purchased , users.balance and ticketsAvailable updated
post transfer.

MasterChef - withdrawDevAndRefFee - lastBlockDevWithdraw is updated after minting
is done.

MasterChef - updatePool accHelixTokenPerShare and lastRewardBlock variables
updated after mint is called

MasterChef - deposit - amount and rewardDebt variables changed after transfer

_burn(address(this), liquidity); 

TransferHelper.safeTransfer(_token0, to, amount0); 

TransferHelper.safeTransfer(_token1, to, amount1); 

balance0 = IERC20(_token0).balanceOf(address(this)); 

balance1 = IERC20(_token1).balanceOf(address(this)); 

_update(balance0, balance1, _reserve0, _reserve1); 

if (feeOn) kLast = uint(reserve0) * reserve1; // reserve0 and reserve1 are up-

to-date 



MasterChef - withdraw - amount and rewardDebt variables changed after transfer

MasterChef - enterStaking - amount and depositedHelix variables changed after
transfer.

Retest

SmartChef - deposit function - FIXED

SmartChef - withdraw function - FIXED

AutoHelix - withdraw function - FIXED

HelixChefNFT  _ withdrawRewardToken  FIXED

HelixChefNFT  unstake user’s receive pending rewards ( _widthdrawRewardToken call)
then all of the variables are updated.  FIXED

HelixChefNFT  stake user’s receive pending rewards ( _widthdrawRewardToken call)
then all of the variables are updated.  FIXED

HelixNFTBridge - mintBridgedNFT  mintExternal called before token added to _minted
 FIXED, mintBridgedNFT functionality added to bridgeToEthereum function

HelixNFTBridge - bridgeToSolana - _ bridgeEvents are added to after transferFrom has
taken place.  FIXED

HelixPair - burn function first burns the contract's entire LP balance and then sends
the collateral tokens to a specified address - FIXED

HelixVault - _newDeposit - state variables are written after transfer.  FIXED

Voting - vote transferFrom is called and then balance is altered.  FIXED

Voting - withdraw - transfer is called and then balance/withdrawAfterEnd is altered. -
FIXED

PublicPresale - purchase ticketsAvailable variable updated post transfer.  FIXED

VipPresale - purchase - users.purchased , users.balance and ticketsAvailable updated
post transfer.  NOT FIXED

MasterChef - withdrawDevAndRefFee - lastBlockDevWithdraw is updated after minting
is done.  FIXED

MasterChef - updatePool accHelixTokenPerShare and lastRewardBlock variables
updated after mint is called - FIXED



MasterChef - deposit - amount and rewardDebt variables changed after transfer -
FIXED

MasterChef - withdraw - amount and rewardDebt variables changed after transfer -
FIXED

MasterChef - enterStaking - amount and depositedHelix variables changed after
transfer.  FIXED

Retest

Status: Partially Closed

All issues closed except for VipPresale.sol purchase() function where state is still
being updated after external call.



Use standard libraries where possible

Risk Low

Affects AutoHelix

Use the library Address from Open Zeppelin rather than function _isContract 
Also be aware that his code may return an incorrect result while still in a constructor.

Status: Closed

Add events for important parameter updates

Risk Low

Affects HelixVault, SmartChef, AutoHelix

HelixVault

Consider adding an event emission for updateRewardPerBlock.

SmartChef

Consider an event emission for setLimitAmount function.

AutoHelix

Consider event emission in setCallFee function.

Retest

Status: Closed

RewardPerBlockUpdated event emitted in HelixVault 
LimitAmountSet event emitted in SmartChef 
CallFeeSet event emitted in AutoHelix



Required IERC165 function overrides

Risk Low

Affects HelixNFT

Description

The following code snippet shows how to implement the IERC165 supportsInterface
and the _beforeTokenTransfer, which are both overrides required by solidity, according
to OpenZeppelin:

Retest

Status: Closed

import "@openzeppelin/contracts-

upgradeable/token/ERC721/ERC721Upgradeable.sol"; 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts-

upgradeable/token/ERC721/extensions/ERC721EnumerableUpgradeable.sol"; 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts-upgradeable/proxy/utils/Initializable.sol"; 

contract HelixNFT is Initializable, ERC721Upgradeable, 

ERC721EnumerableUpgradeable { 

    // The following functions are overrides required by Solidity. 

    function _beforeTokenTransfer(address from, address to, uint256 tokenId) 

        internal 

        override(ERC721Upgradeable, ERC721EnumerableUpgradeable) 

    { 

        super._beforeTokenTransfer(from, to, tokenId); 

    } 

    function supportsInterface(bytes4 interfaceId) 

        public 

        view 

        override(ERC721Upgradeable, ERC721EnumerableUpgradeable) 

        returns (bool) 

    { 

        return super.supportsInterface(interfaceId); 

    } 

} 



IERC165 interface correctly implemented.

Delete mapping elements to save gas

Risk Informational

Affects VipPresale, PublicPresale

The whitelistRemove() function could be deleting mappings rather than setting bool
value to false, deleting refunds gas thus the cost of making the call would be slightly
offset. In both cases, the value returned would be false.

Recommendation

Instead of : 
whitelist[user] = false; 
Use: 
delete whitelist[user];

Retest

Status: Partially closed

PublicPresale followed our recommendation but VipPresale didn't.

/** 

 * @dev Required override function required by solidity 

 */ 

function supportsInterface(bytes4 interfaceId) 

    public 

    view 

    override(ERC721Upgradeable, ERC721EnumerableUpgradeable) 

    returns (bool) 

{ 

    return super.supportsInterface(interfaceId); 

} 



Specify Datatype with library using directive

Risk Informational

Affects Oracle, HelixPair

Description

In Oracle library FixedPoint should be attached to a specific data type if possible. It is
currently attached to all data types: 
using FixedPoint for *;

In HelixPair

Recommendation

Instead use, for example

The directive means we attach the library's uq112x112 and uq144x112 structs to
uniswap's uint types.

Retest

Status: Open

No action taken.

Follow naming conventions

Risk Informational

Affects HelixPair

contract HelixPair is HelixLP, ReentrancyGuard { 

    using Math for uint256; 

    using ExtraMath for uint256; 

     

    ...    liquidity = (amount0 * _totalSupply / _reserve0, amount1 * 

_totalSupply / _reserve1).min(); 

    ... 

using FixedPoint for FixedPoint.uq112x112; 

using FixedPoint for FixedPoint.uq144x112; 



The initialize() function naming convention is usually reserved for upgradable
contracts, which causes a bit of confusion; it is intended to be called only once, but in
this implementation it can be called anytime by the owner (factory contract).

Recommendation

Callinitialize() from within the constructor to ensure it executes in the same block,
rather then calling from a script which could fail or be frontrun and go unnoticed.
Change the function name to something else or if indeed it is intended to be called
only once, use the initializer from OpenZeppelin, for example:

Retest

Status: Closed

Initialize() is now used as the constructor since the contract is now upgradeable.

Solidity Style Best Practices

Risk Informational

Affects Multiple contracts

Resources Style Guide

Description

import "@openzeppelin/contracts-upgradeable/proxy/utils/Initializable.sol"; 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts/token/ERC20/ERC20.sol"; 

contract HelixPair is Initializable { 

    ERC20 public token0; 

    ERC20 public token1; 

     

    constructor() { 

        factory = msg.sender; 

        initialize(); 

    } 

    function initialize() public initializer { 

        token0 = new ERC20("Test0", "TST"); 

        token1 = new ERC20("Test1", "TST"); 

    } 

} 

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/latest/style-guide.html#other-recommendations


Adhering to style conventions standardises code and makes it more readable

Convert all uint to uint256
Use double quotes for imports.
All string literals should use double quotes

Retest

Status: Closed

All instances of uint have been declared explicitly using uint256 instead, and imports'
double quotes have also been applied throughout.

HelixNFTBridge

In function bridgeToBSC the visibility should be listed before modifier. 
In functions isBridged , getPickUpOwner , getMinted , getBridgeToSolanaEventsSize ,
getBridgeToSolanaEvents , 
getBridgeToSolanaEvent 
The visibility should be declared before the view keyword.

Retest

Status: Closed

The bridgeToBSC function does not exist anymore.



Prefer CREATE2 to CREATE opcode

Risk Informational

Affects OracleFactory

Resources Uniswap Guide Assembly and Create2Open Zeppelin Guide

Description

OracleFactory creates a new contract by using the older CREATE opcode;

The benefit of using CREATE2 is that the contract address doesn't depend on the
transaction nonce, but on other values which do not automatically change. This way
the address can be predetermined.

One of the main advantages of predetermined addresses is that the contract only
needs to be created if needed - this is the case especially for Layer 2 disputes where
the contract is actually created only if a dispute arises and it needs to be resolved with
the contract. This way we save in gas costs.

In newer Solidity versions assembly is not needed but CREATE2 can be invoked
directly from pure Solidity.

Retest

Status: Open

No action taken.

Reduce the length of error message strings to save
gas

Risk Informational

Affects Multiple Contracts

Most error messages associated to require statements are longer than 32 bytes,
which substantially increases the byte size of the contract and the gas cost overhead. 
For example see 
AutoHelix - line 148

Resolution

https://docs.uniswap.org/protocol/V2/guides/smart-contract-integration/getting-pair-addresses
https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/92491/instantiating-a-smart-contract-in-uniswap-using-assembly-and-create2
https://docs.openzeppelin.com/cli/2.8/deploying-with-create2


Using descriptive error messages is definitely a good pattern unless you are on the
edge of contract byte code limit. But if you are, you could save some space by
removing or shortening these error messages, since it would cost about 100 bytes
each.

Retest

Status: Closed

All error messages have been revised throught all contracts.

Deposit IDs are not incremental

Risk Informational

Affects HelixVault

Description

the deposit() function takes an arbitrary id argument, although this is not a security
risk, it would be impossible to iterate through all deposits other than using events,
which means that when creating a new deposit, the frontend must lookup the latest
deposit id on a backend db (using web3 to fetch events is really slow) which needs to
be kept up to date with the smart contract state and may get out of sync due to
various reasons.

Resolution

it is completely fine as is, just be aware of possible failures to sync the DB with smart
contracts, i.e. when an event is missed, for example the server goes down, or the
transaction takes to long to mine (if the DB update is managed client-side).

Alternatively, use counters to keep track of deposit IDs rather than using user-supplied
ones, at the expense of consuming more gas for the user.

Retest

Status: Closed

An external function getDeposit has been created in order to retrieve orders.

function deposit(uint amount, uint index, uint id) external {...} 

https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x/api/utils#Counters


Use require statements rather than empty returns

Risk Informational

Affects ReferralRegister

In functions recordStakingRewardWithdrawal, recordSwapReward,withdraw 
consider converting if statements to require statements for error handling rather than
an empty return.

Retest

Status: Closed

Require statement was applied in withdraw function, as for
recordStakingRewardWithdrawal and recordSwapReward the if statement was removed
completely.

Remove dead code

Risk Informational

Affects MasterChef, HelixFactory

Dead code wastes gas and makes contracts less readable.

MasterChef

See line 167

HelixFactory

The contract imports the IUniswapV2Factory interface, however it is not really
necessary since all functions and variables have been re-implemented by
HelixFactory, therefore an interface is not needed.

Recommendation

The constant `INIT_CODE_HASH` has not been used by any internal function and 

could therefore be declared as `external`, removed, or used in within the 

code: 

`bytes32 public INIT_CODE_HASH = 

keccak256(abi.encodePacked(type(HelixPair).creationCode));` 



Remove the following line:

import "@uniswap/v2-core/contracts/interfaces/IUniswapV2Factory.sol";

Retest

Status: Open

No action taken.

Arrange storage to save gas

Risk Informational

Affects HelixNFT

Reconsider the order and type assignment of variables in this struct:

uint - convert to uint256 to save on gas. 
swap isStaked and createTimestamp - currently the struct will take up 6 slots (or 5
depending on the size of the two string variables). 
Moving isStaked after createTimestamp will add the potential for more optimal storage
packing (4/5 slots depending on the size of the two string variables). 
initialize - uint initialHelixPoints, 116 Better to assign to uint256 due to the EVM
operating on 256-bit integers, additional operations must be performed on non-
uint256 values. These additional operations increase the bytecode size of contracts
and consume additional gas during execution.

MAX_ARRAY_LENGTH_PER_REQUEST  30 convert to uint256 to save on gas. 
_lastTokenId : convert to uint256 to save on gas.

Retest

Status: Open

No action taken, the struct still looks like the following:

struct Token { 

uint helixPoints; 

uint level; 

bool isStaked; 

uint createTimestamp; string externalTokenID; string tokenURI; 

} 



struct Token { 

    // ID of the bridged NFT. 

    string[] externalTokenIDs; 

    // External token URI to use. 

    string tokenURI; 

    // Timestamp the token is minted(block's timestamp) 

    uint256 createTimestamp; 

    // True if staked, false otherwise 

    bool isStaked; 

    // how many it is wrapped from solana 

    uint256 wrappedNfts; 

} 



Use assert and require appropriately

Risk Informational

Affects HelixRouterV1

Resources Solidity Docs

Function receive uses assert where require would be more appropriate.

Retest

Status: Closed

Require statement was implemented.

Inaccurate error strings

Risk Informational

Affects HelixNFT, MasterChef, AutoHelix

HelixNFT

The following require statements have left in the description string the name of the old
contract they were taken from; either remove the name of the contracts from the
beginning of the string or replace it with HelixNFT:

require(_exists(id), "ERC721Metadata: URI query for nonexistent token"); 
require(owner() == msg.sender, "Ownable: caller is not the owner"); 
require(_exists(_tokenId), "ERC721: token does not exist");

If keeping the contract name in the error string, consider adding it to the other strings
also where it has been omitted, for example:

require(amount > 0, "Wrong number of amount"); 
Becomes: 
require(amount > 0, "HelixNFT: Wrong number of amount");

MasterChef

See line 169

require(bal == newLpToken.balanceOf(address(this)), "migrate: bad"); 

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/latest/control-structures.html?highlight=assert#error-handling-assert-require-revert-and-exceptions


AutoHelix

See line 81

Retest

Status: Closed

All error strings have been fixed.

Unnecessary conversion to boolean

Risk Informational

Affects HelixVault, HelixChefNFT

Description

The following functions use require statements that check using boolean comparison.
This can be performed directly rather than comparison to false .

HelixVault

functions _updateDeposit , withdraw , pendingReward and claimReward

HelixChefNFT

functions updatePool , addNewRewardToken , disableRewardToken , enableRewardToken ,
stake , unstake and pendingReward

Retest

Status: Closed

Using negation operator ! instead of boolean comparison.

Unnecessary Initialisation of variables

Risk Informational

Affects MasterChef, AutoHelix, HelixChefNFT, HelixToken

Affects Voting

require(_amount > 0, "Nothing to deposit"); 



Description

Initialising variables to their default values is a waste of gas.

MasterChef

totalAllocPoint

AutoHelix

currentShares

HelixChefNFT

function unstake - withdrawalAPs variable 
function stake - depositedAPs variable

HelixToken

function getPriorVotes - lower variable

Voting

function resultProposal - variables yesVotes and noVotes

Retest

Status: Closed

No variables initialized to 0 anymore.

Prefer immutable variables

Risk Informational

Affects HelixVault

The following constant uints could be declared as immutable:

Both uints are set in the constructor, which means they need to be declared as
immutable rather than constant, a keyword introduced in Solidity 0.6.5.

Recommendation

uint public PRECISION_FACTOR; 

uint public WEIGHT_PERCENT; 

https://blog.soliditylang.org/2020/05/13/immutable-keyword/


Immutables have to be written to exactly once in the constructor or initialized directly
in their declaration. The big advantage of immutables is that reading them is
significantly cheaper than reading from regular state variables, since immutables will
not be stored in storage, but their values will be directly inserted into the runtime code.

Retest

Status: Partially Closed

Although more instances of immutable variables have been used throughout the
contracts, the two which were mentioned in this issue (PRECISION_FACTOR and
WEIGHT_PERCENT) are still declared as public.

uint public immutable PRECISION_FACTOR; 

uint public immutable WEIGHT_PERCENT; 



Prefer external function visibility to public

Risk Informational

Affects HelixNFT, Voting, MasterChef, HelixToken

HelixNFT

These standard functions are commonly set with public visibility by OpenZeppelin, but
if there is no requirement to inherit HelixNFT from other contracts or call these
functions internally, then their may be safely changed to external.

Voting

MasterChef

HelixToken

Retest

Status: Partially Closed

Some items have been changed

* `name()` 

* `symbol()` 

* `tokenURI()` 

* `mint()` 

* `burn()` 

* `approve()` 

* `addStaker()` 

addCoreMember 

enterStaking 

mint 

burn 

addMinter 



Appendix
Mythx Static and Dynamic Analyses
The following link contains a zip file with the results from Mythx's analyses, however
manual review of the analyses showed that all low risk issues reported are false
positives and can be ignored.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wfAVWcRy5gymOzKX7CCKlBK2Eo5UTMuO/view

HelixNFT ERC721 Checklist

Suggested ERC721 conformity checks

Contracts might have different behavior from their original ERC specification. Manually
review that:

Transfering tokens to 00 reverts. Several tokens allow transfering to 00,
counting these as burned, however the ERC721 standard requires a revert in
such case.
safeTransferFrom functions are implemented with the correct signature.
Several tokens do not implement these functions. As a result, transferring NFTs
into a contract can result in loss of assets.
The name, decimals, and symbol functions are present if used. These functions
are optional in the ERC721 standard and might not be present.
If used, decimals should return uint80. Other values are not valid.
The name and symbol functions can return an empty string. This is allowed by
the standard.
ownerOf reverts if the tokenId is invalid or it was already burned. This function
cannot return 00. This is required by the standard, but it is not always properly
implemented.
Transferring an NFT clears its approvals. This is required by the standard.
The token id from an NFT cannot be changed during its lifetime. This is required
by the standard.
The contract is not pausable. This is sometimes seen as a point of centralization.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wfAVWcRy5gymOzKX7CCKlBK2Eo5UTMuO/view


Common risks to ERC721

ERC721 contracts are exposed to the following risks when implementing:

The onERC721Received callback is commonly exploited. External calls in the
transfer functions can lead to reentrancies. This is particularly risky when the
callback is not explicit. E.g., when calling safeMint.
Minting safely transfers an NFT to a smart contract. If there is a function to
mint, it should properly handle minting new tokens to a smart contract (similarly
to safeTransferFrom) to avoid loss of assets.
Burning clears approvals. If there is a function to burn, it should clear previous
approvals.

Check functions Slither-erc-check

totalSupply() is present
totalSupply() → () (correct return value)
totalSupply() is view

balanceOf(address) is present
balanceOf(address) → () (correct return value)
balanceOf(address) is view

transfer(address,uint256 is missing
transferFrom(address,address,uint256 is present

transferFrom(address,address,uint256 �  should return bool
Transfer(address,address,uint256 is emitted

approve(address,uint256 is present
approve(address,uint256 �  should return bool
Approval(address,address,uint256 is emitted

allowance(address,address) is missing
name() is present

name() → () (correct return value)
name() is view

symbol() is present
symbol() → () (correct return value)
symbol() is view

decimals() is missing (optional)

Check events

Transfer(address,address,uint256 is present

parameter 0 is indexed
parameter 1 is indexed

Approval(address,address,uint256 is present

https://www.paradigm.xyz/2021/08/the-dangers-of-surprising-code/


parameter 0 is indexed

parameter 1 is indexed

HelixNFT is not protected for the ERC20 approval race condition

HelixToken ERC20 Checklist
What did we check for, apart from manually reviewing the code:

Compliance with ERC20 standard
Token integration
Token interaction
Token implementation
Best practices

The following checklist summarizes the list of individual checks that were made:

Checklist

Items that are checked mean that either the check has passed or that it is not
applicable, unchecked items need to be addressed:

Returns bool after transfer(). Transfer and transferFrom return a boolean. Several
tokens do not return a boolean on these functions. As a result, their calls in the
contract might fail.
Prevent transferring tokens to the 00 address. This may break systems that
expect to be able to burn tokens by transfering them to address(0.
Prevent transferring tokens to the contract address. Consider also preventing the
transfer of tokens to the same address of the smart contract. An example of the
potential for loss by leaving this open is the EOS token smart contract where
more than 90,000 tokens are stuck at the contract address.
Pausable tokens; the token is not pausable. Malicious or compromised owners can
trap contracts relying on pausable tokens. Identify pauseable code by hand.
Some tokens can be paused by an admin (e.g. BNB, ZIL). Similarly to the blocklist
issue above, an admin controlled pause feature opens users of the token to risk
from a malicious or compromised token owner. example: Pausable.solAn admin
controlled pause feature opens users of the token to risk from a malicious or
compromised token owner.
Reentrant Calls ERC777. The token is not an ERC777 token and has no external
function call in transfer and transferFrom. External calls in the transfer functions
can lead to reentrancies.
Fee on transfer. Transfer and transferFrom should not take a fee. Deflationary
tokens can lead to unexpected behavior. Writeups of balancer being exploited:
Writeup 1, Writeup 2. Some tokens take a transfer fee (e.g. STA, PAXG), some do not

https://medium.com/coinmonks/missing-return-value-bug-at-least-130-tokens-affected-d67bf08521ca
https://consensys.github.io/smart-contract-best-practices/tokens/#prevent-transferring-tokens-to-the-0x0-address
https://consensys.github.io/smart-contract-best-practices/tokens/#prevent-transferring-tokens-to-the-contract-address
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/Pausable.sol
https://github.com/ConsenSys/Uniswap-audit-report-2018-12#31-liquidity-pool-can-be-stolen-in-some-tokens-eg-erc-777-29
https://blog.1inch.io/balancer-hack-2020-a8f7131c980e
https://blog.1inch.io/balancer-hack-2020-a8f7131c980e
https://medium.com/balancer-protocol/incident-with-non-standard-erc20-deflationary-tokens-95a0f6d46dea


currently charge a fee but may do so in the future (e.g. USDT, USDC). The STA
transfer fee was used to drain $500k from several balancer pools (more details).
example: TransferFee.sol
Balance Modifications Outside of Transfers (rebasing / airdrops). Potential interest
earned from the token is taken into account. Some tokens distribute interest to
token holders. This interest might be trapped in the contract if not taken into
account.
Upgradable tokens. A change to the token semantics can break any smart
contract that depends on the past behaviour. Some tokens (e.g. USDC, USDT) are
upgradable, allowing the token owners to make arbitrary modifications to the
logic of the token at any point in time. A change to the token semantics can break
any smart contract that depends on the past behaviour. Developers integrating
with upgradable tokens should consider introducing logic that will freeze
interactions with the token in question if an upgrade is detected. (e.g. the TUSD
adapter used by MakerDAO. example: Upgradable.sol
Flash Mintable tokens. Some tokens (e.g. DAI) allow for so called "flash minting",
which allows tokens to be minted for the duration of one transaction only,
provided they are returned to the token contract by the end of the transaction.
This is similar to a flash loan, but does not require the tokens that are to be lent to
exist before the start of the transaction. A token that can be flash minted could
potentially have a total supply of max uint256. Documentation for the MakerDAO
flash mint module can be found here. Flash minting can lead to substantial swings
in the balance and the total supply, which necessitate strict and comprehensive
overflow checks in the operation of the token.
Tokens with Blocklists. Malicious or compromised token owners can trap funds in
a contract by adding the contract address to the blocklist.
Approval Race Protections. Some tokens like USDT do not allow approving an
amount M  0 when an existing amount N  0 is already approved. This PR shows
some in the wild problems caused by this issue. To prevent the issue discussed
here, Clients SHOULD make sure to create user interfaces in such a way that they
set the allowance first to 0 before setting it to another value for the same
spender. THOUGH The contract itself shouldn't enforce it, to allow backwards
compatibility with contracts deployed before. Example here.
Revert on Zero Value Transfers. Some tokens (e.g. LEND revert when transfering
a zero value amount.

If applicable, override _beforeTokenTransfer hook, including a check that
prevents transfering zero value amounts. See the [docs]

Low decimals. This may result in larger than expected precision loss. Some
tokens have low decimals (e.g. USDC has 6. Even more extreme, some tokens like
Gemini USD only have 2 decimals. This may result in larger than expected
precision loss. example: LowDecimals.sol
High decimals. This may trigger unexpected reverts due to overflow, posing a
liveness risk to the contract. Some tokens have more than 18 decimals (e.g. YAM-

https://medium.com/@1inch.exchange/balancer-hack-2020-a8f7131c980e
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/TransferFee.sol
https://github.com/makerdao/dss-deploy/blob/7394f6555daf5747686a1b29b2f46c6b2c64b061/src/join.sol#L321
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/Upgradable.sol
https://forum.makerdao.com/t/mip13c3-sp2-declaration-of-intent-dai-flash-mint-module/3635
https://docs.makerdao.com/smart-contract-modules/flash-mint-module
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YLPtQxZu1UAvO9cZ1O2RPXBbT0mooh4DYKjA_jp-RLM/edit#heading=h.b32yfk54vyg9
https://github.com/Uniswap/v2-periphery/pull/26#issuecomment-647543138
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20#issuecomment-263524729
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/Approval.sol
https://etherscan.io/token/0x056Fd409E1d7A124BD7017459dFEa2F387b6d5Cd?a=0x5f65f7b609678448494De4C87521CdF6cEf1e932
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/LowDecimals.sol


V2 has 24. This may trigger unexpected reverts due to overflow, posing a
liveness risk to the contract. example: HighDecimals.sol
Decimals returns a uint8. Several tokens incorrectly return a uint256. If this is the
case, ensure the value returned is below 255.
transferFrom with src == msg.sender. (e.g. OpenZeppelin, Uniswap-v2 will
attempt to decrease the caller's allowance from the sender in transferFrom even
if the caller and the sender are the same address, giving transfer(dst, amt) and
transferFrom(address(this), dst, amt) a different semantics in this case. Some
token implementations (e.g. DSToken) will not attempt to decrease the caller's
allowance if the sender is the same as the caller. This gives transferFrom the
same semantics as transfer in this case. Other implementations (e.g.
OpenZeppelin, Uniswap-v2 will attempt to decrease the caller's allowance from
the sender in transferFrom even if the caller and the sender are the same
address, giving transfer(dst, amt) and transferFrom(address(this), dst, amt) a
different semantics in this case.
Non string metadata. Some tokens (e.g. MKR have metadata fields (name /
symbol) encoded as bytes32 instead of the string prescribed by the ERC20
specification.
Revert on Approval To Zero Address. Some tokens (e.g. OpenZeppelin) will revert
if trying to approve the zero address to spend tokens (i.e. a call to
approve(address(0), amt)). Integrators may need to add special cases to handle
this logic if working with such a token. example: ApprovalToZero.sol. Some tokens
(e.g. LEND) revert when transfering a zero value amount. example: RevertZero.sol
No Revert on Failure. Contracts should revert on failure and not just return false.
Some tokens do not revert on failure, but instead return false (e.g. ZRX). While
this is technicaly compliant with the ERC20 standard, it goes against common
solidity coding practices and may be overlooked by developers who forget to
wrap their calls to transfer in a require. example: NoRevert.sol.
Revert on Large Approvals & Transfers. Some tokens (e.g. UNI, COMP) revert if the
value passed to approve or transfer is larger than uint96. Both of the above
tokens have special case logic in approve that sets allowance to type(uint96).max
if the approval amount is uint256(-1), which may cause issues with systems that
expect the value passed to approve to be reflected in the allowances mapping.
example: Uint96.sol.
Code Injection Via Token Name. Some malicious tokens have been observed to
include malicious javascript in their name attribute, allowing attackers to extract
private keys from users who choose to interact with these tokens via vulnerable
frontends. This has been used to exploit etherdelta users in the wild (reference).
The contract avoids unneeded complexity. The token should be a simple contract;
a token with complex code requires a higher standard of review. Use Slither’s
human-summary printer to identify complex code.
The contract has only a few non–token-related functions. Non–token-related
functions increase the likelihood of an issue in the contract. Use Slither’s

https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/HighDecimals.sol
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/ApprovalToZero.sol
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/RevertZero.sol
https://etherscan.io/address/0xe41d2489571d322189246dafa5ebde1f4699f498#code
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20/blob/main/src/Uint96.sol
https://hackernoon.com/how-one-hacker-stole-thousands-of-dollars-worth-of-cryptocurrency-with-a-classic-code-injection-a3aba5d2bff0


contract-summary printer to broadly review the code used in the contract.
The token only has one address. Some proxied tokens have multiple addresses.
For example TUSD has two addresses. Tokens with multiple entry points for
balance updates can break internal bookkeeping based on the address (e.g.
balances[token_address][msg.sender] might not reflect the actual balance).
No user owns most of the supply. If a few users own most of the tokens, they can
influence operations based on the token's repartition.
 The token is not upgradeable. Upgradeable contracts might change their rules
over time. Use Slither’s human-summary printer to determine if the contract is
upgradeable.
The owner has limited minting capabilities. Malicious or compromised owners can
abuse minting capabilities. Use Slither’s human-summary printer to review minting
capabilities, and consider manually reviewing the code.
The owner cannot blacklist the contract. Malicious or compromised owners can
trap contracts relying on tokens with a blacklist. Identify blacklisting features by
hand.
The name, decimals, and symbol functions are present if used. These functions
are optional in the ERC20 standard and might not be present.

HelixToken Integration Checklist

Token Feature
Known

Vulnerabilities
Resources Examples

ERC20 Allowance
Double

withdrawal (front-
running)

Resolving the
Multiple

Withdrawal
Attack on ERC20

Tokens

decimals()
The decimals can
be more than 18

YamV2 has
24

decimals

Not accounting
for the tokens

that try to prevent
multiple

withdrawal attack

Perpetual
Protocol Audit

issue 3.12

Unprotected
       transferFrom()

Bancor Network
Hack 2020 

1inch

External
Calls

Unchecked Call
Return Value

Unchecked call
return value

https://users.encs.concordia.ca/~clark/papers/2019_sb_erc20.pdf
https://etherscan.io/token/0xaba8cac6866b83ae4eec97dd07ed254282f6ad8a
https://github.com/peckshield/publications/blob/f2c00358fd37332fdeffa12355a9a5d4330c9f95/audit_reports/perpfi_audit_report_2020_46_en_1_0.pdf
https://medium.com/@1inch.exchange/bancor-network-hack-2020-3c71444fd59d
https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-104


Token Feature
Known

Vulnerabilities
Resources Examples

DoS with
unexpected

revert

DoS with
unexpected

revert

Transfers
Might return False
instead of Revert

Missing return
value

Missing return
value bug — At
least 130 tokens

affected

BalanceOf()

Internal
Accounting

discrepancy with
the Actual
Balance

aToken
Withdrawal
Vulnerability

aToken

Blacklistable

Blacklisted
addresses cannot

receive or send
tokens

CENTRE appears
to have

blacklisted an
address holding

USDC for the first
time

USDC
FiatToken)

Mintable /
Burnable

TotalSupply can
change by trusted

actors

Pausable
All functionalities
can be paused by

trusted actors

Deflationary
Tokens

Take fees
from

transfers

Internal
Accounting

discrepancy with
the Actual
Balance

Incident with
non-standard

ERC20
deflationary

tokens

STA,
STONK

Inflationary
Tokens

AirDrop
interest to

token
holders

Internal
Accounting

discrepancy with
the Actual
Balance

https://consensys.github.io/smart-contract-best-practices/known_attacks/#dos-with-unexpected-revert
https://medium.com/coinmonks/missing-return-value-bug-at-least-130-tokens-affected-d67bf08521ca
https://medium.com/trustless-fund/atoken-withdrawal-vulnerability-disclosure-5d8eadc64539
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/70850/centre-appears-to-have-blacklisted-an-address-holding-usdc-for-the-first-time
https://medium.com/balancer-protocol/incident-with-non-standard-erc20-deflationary-tokens-95a0f6d46dea


Check HelixToken Slither-erc-check

Check functions

totalSupply() is present
totalSupply() → () (correct return value)
totalSupply() is view

balanceOf(address) is present
balanceOf(address) → () (correct return value)
balanceOf(address) is view

transfer(address,uint256 is present
transfer(address,uint256 �  (correct return value)
Transfer(address,address,uint256 is emitted

transferFrom(address,address,uint256 is present
transferFrom(address,address,uint256 �  (correct return value)
Transfer(address,address,uint256 is emitted

approve(address,uint256 is present
approve(address,uint256 �  (correct return value)
Approval(address,address,uint256 is emitted

allowance(address,address) is present
allowance(address,address) → () (correct return value)
allowance(address,address) is view

name() is present
name() → () (correct return value)
name() is view

symbol() is present
symbol() → () (correct return value)
symbol() is view

decimals() is present
decimals() → () (correct return value)
decimals() is view

Check events

Transfer(address,address,uint256 is present
parameter 0 is indexed
parameter 1 is indexed

Approval(address,address,uint256 is present
parameter 0 is indexed
parameter 1 is indexed
HelixToken has increaseAllowance(address,uint256

Diagrams



irs

HelixIRSVaultV1.sol

migration

HelixMigrator.sol



oracle

Oracle.sol



OracleFactory.sol



presale

AirDrop.sol





PublicPresale.sol





VipPresale.sol





referrals

ReferralRegister.sol





staking

AutoHelix.sol





MasterChef.sol



SmartChef.sol



stakingNFT

HelixChefNFT.sol



HelixNFTBridge.sol



swaps

HelixFactory.sol



HelixPair.sol



HelixRouterV1.sol



SwapRewards.sol



tokens

HelixNFT.sol



HelixToken.sol



utils

Multicall2.sol



TokenTools.sol



vault

HelixVault.sol



voting

voting.sol



Tools List
slither-check-erc
sliter utilities
MythX Pro

Resources
https://github.com/biswap-org/staking/tree/main/contracts
https://github.com/biswap-org/core/tree/main/contracts
https://github.com/biswap-org/core/blob/main/contracts/BiswapFactory.sol

https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/ERC-Conformance
https://github.com/crytic/slither#tools
https://mythx.io/
https://github.com/biswap-org/staking/tree/main/contracts
https://github.com/biswap-org/core/tree/main/contracts
https://github.com/biswap-org/core/blob/main/contracts/BiswapFactory.sol


https://geometry.gitbook.io/helix/
https://medium.com/geometryfinance/geometry-piraeus-documentation-
5a5633af81eb
https://medium.com/geometryfinance/helix-tokenomics-documentation-
b5051aaf80b1
https://consensys.net/diligence/blog/2020/11/token-interaction-checklist/
https://github.com/crytic/building-secure-contracts/blob/master/development-
guidelines/token_integration.md
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20

https://geometry.gitbook.io/helix/
https://medium.com/geometryfinance/geometry-piraeus-documentation-5a5633af81eb
https://medium.com/geometryfinance/helix-tokenomics-documentation-b5051aaf80b1
https://consensys.net/diligence/blog/2020/11/token-interaction-checklist/
https://github.com/crytic/building-secure-contracts/blob/master/development-guidelines/token_integration.md
https://github.com/d-xo/weird-erc20

